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Greeks increase recruitment
by Chuck Soder
THE BG NEWS

Fraternities and sororities on
campus are using new methods
to turn around a nearly 20-yearlong trend of declining enroUment in the Greek community.
Panhellenic sororities recruited 244 members during this
year's forma! recruitment, 42
more than were recruited last
year.
Additional advertising and
events may have sparked extra
interest this year, Melissa

Wall
Street
slows
fall
by Amy Baldwin
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — Wall Street
found some stability Tuesday.
Investors curtailed their selling
and even did some buying.
A mini-rally brought some
optimism in the afternoon, then
faded. At the end of the day, the
Dow lones industrials hadn't
recovered from Monday's nosedive, but they hadn't lost much
more, either.
The Dow lones industrial average closed down 17.30 at 8,903.40
after giving up gains that had
pulled the index back above the
9,000 level.
The refrain from heavy selling
was welcome following the
record point drop Monday _ the
first day of trading since hijacked
jetliners smashed into the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon _
when the blue chips lost 684.81
points and fell below 9,000 for the
first time since December 1998.
The broader market also
retreated from an earlier advance
Tuesday. The Nasdaq composite
index fell 24.47 to 1555.08 and
the Standard & Poor's 500 index
declined 6.03 to 1,032.74.
Major indexes aside, a sign of
the market's attempt to stabilize
was apparent in New York Stock
Exchange trading volume, which
returned to a more moderate
level of 1.65 billion after a recordbreaking session Monday when
2.33 billion shares were traded.
Consolidated volume came to
nearty 2 billion shares, compared
with 2.73 biliiiIIi Monday.
Still, analysts expect the market to be weak and vulnerable
Uiroughout this week as skittish
investors rush to adjust their
portfolios. Investors now have
more to be nervous about _
namely national security _ than
the weak economy, which had
been pulling stocks lower for
weeks.
"What is holding it down are
the new questions of political
uncertainties," said loseph V.
Battipaglia, chief investment
strategist at Gruntal & Co.
Battipaglia expects the market
to move in a range of 5 percent in
either direction until it becomes
clearer what form the war on terrorism pledged by President
Bush will take.
Over the longer term, however,
analysts say stock prices will
recover and the market will head
higher again. In fact, they say
massive selling like Monday's
might be what is needed to finally form the market bottom that
investors have been anxiously
awaiting for the last year.

Cavanaugh said after early signs
of a high turnout.
"We've not had enough (public
relations) in the past," said
Cavanaugh, vice president of
Panhellenic Council recruitment. "This year we've done a lot
more."
"A lot more" includes buying
advertisements on the Resident
Student Association Channel,
making a new brochure and participating in the Greek Carnival, a
new event to inform students
about Greek life held on Aug. 29

on the steps of the Saddlemire
Student Services Building.
The newly formed Greek
Marketing Committee was
behind many of the added promotions, said Ahii u McClelland,
coordinator for Greek Affairs.
The committee's efforts have
helped PMC sororities take the
initiative during recruitment,
McCleLland said.
"Before, our students were
relying on interest just being
there," she said. "But (this time)
they went out and generated it

themselves."
The increase in new recruits Fall
for PHC sororities helps counter- 2000
act recent downward trends in Spring
Greek enrollment.
Ryan Lovell, graduate co- 2000
adviser for PHC, said Greek Fall
membership has been dropping 1999
both on campus and nationally Spring
for nearly two decades.
1999
"Greek membership has been
Fall
slowly declining since the earty1998
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Ohioans pray for victims
Police and firefighters gather to
mourn attacks in
New York and
Washington

Jewish
holiday
observed
By Heather Sowers
U WIRE

by Thomas J.Sheeran
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — There were
renewed prayers in Ohio for
victims of the terrorist attacks,
and more evidence of the trouble facing the nation's aviation
industry.
In Cleveland, the 1,200-seat
Cathedral of St. John the
Evangelist was filled Monday,
mostly with
police and "nouns first
firefighters, as «ame back team
safety forces honors area fira
from the city ^f8"1
and region PSGE6
mourned vie- '
tims in New York and the
Pentagon.
Civilians in the audience
applauded Monday night
when Roman Catholic Bishop
Anthony M. Pilla compared the
lost firefighters and police officers to the Good Shepherd
willing to lay down his life for a
friend.
"1 think this community
needed to be with you
tonight," Pilla told the safety
forces. "You are important to
us. We are indebted to you."
In Urbana in west-central
Ohio, about 500 people packed
the Messiah Evangelical
Lutheran Church at a memorial service for flight attendant
Alicia Nicole Titus, 28.
The 1991 graduate of
Graham High School in St.
Paris ".'.as aboard the United
jetliner that slammed into the
World Trade Center's south
tower one week ago.
"Alicia died while trying to
do good in the midst of evil,"

Associated Press Ptioto
HONORING: Cleveland firefighter Joe Zdesar, left, collects a donation from Judy Spirko as she
enters Jacobs Field prior to the Cleveland Indians game against the Kansas City Royals Tuesday,
Sept., 2001 in Cleveland. The money was collected for the relief fund in New York.

MISSOULA, Mont. — Contrary
to popular assumption, the most
important holidays of the lewish
year are not Hanukkah or
Passover, but the High Holidays,
or 'Days of Awe,' a University of
Montana professor said Monday.
These 10 days stretch from
Rosh Hashana to Yom Kippur,
said Ed Rosenberg, adviser of the
lewish Student Union and chair of
the University of Montana chemistry department.
Rosh Hashana means head of
the year,' and Congregation Har
Shalom in Missoula, Mont., welcomed Jewish new year 5762
Monday evening with services led
by Rabbi Gershon Winkler at the
University
Congregational
Church.
In the next 10 days Har Shalom
will hold four services at the UCC,
Rosenberg said. After the two
Rosh Hashana services comes Kol
Nidre, the first prayer of Yom
Kippur, which means 'Day of
Atonement.'
Bethany Sutton, a UM recreation management graduate student, was among more than 150
people gathered to celebrate.
Sutton said the High Holidays
have been a part of her life since
she was bom.
"On Rosh Hashana you eat
apples and honey for a sweet new
year," she said. "During the days
before Yom Kippur you ask people
for forgiveness for pain you may
have caused. On Yom Kippur you
fast and focus on praying and asking God for forgiveness."
Rosenberg said, "It's a time of
renewal, repentance and cleaning
the slate. It's a time of letting go of
ROSH HASHANA. PAGE 2
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Study: wide discrimination Yates jury chosen
by Kevin Bauer
U-WIRE

CHAMPAIGN, 111. — People
with disabilities often suffer
widespread discrimination,
according to a study published
by two University of Illinois
professors.
The study, conducted by
assistant professors of community health Marjorie Olney
and Jae Kennedy, was based on
a supplement to the 1994-95
National Health Interview
Survey, a continuously updated survey of a broad range of
health topics. They found that
10 percent of people with disabilities claimed to have experienced discrimination in the
work force from 1990 to 1995,
the five years following the
passage of the Americans with

Disabilities Act.
The act was created to provide equal treatment for all
employees and to ensure that
those with disabilities are not
passed over for a promotion,
initial position, or unfairly
fired.
The statistics are probably
low, because those surveyed
"had to make the link between
their experience and their disability," Kennedy said.
Olney said she found many
disabled employees chose to
leave the workforce on their
own.
"One of the most striking
findings is that nearly onethird of the people left the work
force (voluntarily)," Olney said.
Discrimination was not the

only reason for that, she said,
though it was definitely a factor.
"Many of the people
became discouraged and gave
up," she said.
That discouragement has
contributed to the steady rate
in the percentage of disabled
people in the work force since
1986, Olney said, citing a
Harris poll survey.
Another reason the rate has
remained steady could be elements of the disabilities act,
which provides grounds for
those who feel they have experienced discrimination to file a
lawsuit against the company,
Olney added.
DISCRIMINATION, PAGE 2
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HOUSTON — A jury was
selected Tuesday for a proceeding
to decide if a woman accused of
drowning her five children in their
bathtub is fit to stand trial.
A jury of eleven women and
one man was chosen to determine the mental competency of
Andrea Yates, 37, who is accused
of two counts of capital murder
for the deaths of three of her five
children at their home in June.
The process was delayed for a
week because of the terrorist
attacks.
Harris County District Attorney
Chuck Rosenthal has said his
office will seek the death penalty.
Texas prosecutors typically forgo
multiple capital murder charges
since only one conviction is generally needed for the maximum

penalty.
Yates quietly sat in her chair,
twisting back and forth, after the
panel of 12 was chosen from 120
candidates Tuesday. The jury is
scheduled to start hearing evidence Wednesday morning from
doctors who have examined
Yates.
Yates' attorneys contend she is
innocent by reason of insanity.
When testimony begins, the
jury won't consider Yates' innocence or guilt but only whether
she understands the case against
her and can consult with her
attorneys about it
University of Texas law professor George Dix has said it doesn't
take much for a defendant to be
IURY PAGE 2
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Campus Events
APICS
Mtg Tues . Olsc. 104 @ 7:30pm
"Reality Job BG" Olsc. 115 8 8pm.
APICS/NAPM |0int dinner mtg.
Thurs. 5:30 pm @ Ice Arena Lounge
EDUCATION ABROAD
INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come learn about the many study,
travel, volunteer and work abroad
opportunities available to you! The
session will be held on Wednesday,
September 19 from 7:00-8:00 p.m.
in 215 Olscamp Hall. Call 372-0309
with questions.

Travel
ff1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Act Now! Guarantee the tiesl
reak Prices! South Padre.
Cancun Jamaica. Bahamas, Acapuico. Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed...Travel
Free,
EarnSSS.
Group Discount! For 6+. 800-838B203Avww.leisuretours.com

Spxln

Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS,
Americas «1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas or
Florida Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and Iree trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www.ststravel com
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DONT DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

Travel

Personals

Warned! Spring Bfikcnl Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun. the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To find out how. call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail
saiesBsuncoaswacaiionicum.

Women's Wellness Group
Learn now to live a balanced lite!
Meeting are held on Thursday's
beginning September 27. For more
information call the Wellness Connection at 372-9355 by September
21.2001

Services Offered

Wanted

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Baby lion
2 Chem suffix
3 humbug'
4 Mesmerized
5 Cancel; annul
6 Myself
7 Mischievous child
8 Changed color
9 Female suffix
10 Period subdivision (pref
11 Room for relaxation
16 Petroleum
33 Whirlpool
18 Fast
34 Judicial point
20 _ Vegas
36 Moslem wives
22 Spring flower
40 Egyptian sun god
23 Angry
24 Public announcement 41 Ahead in a race
42 Greeting
26 43.560 sq ft
28 Away from (Let. pref.) 45 Appropriate
47 Camera glass
29 Using the soft palate
49 Iranian monetary unit
30 Changes
50 Classic race (slang)
32 Completed
51 Water barrier
52 Low number

Male or female roommate needed
ASAP.
353-2198.

Help Wanted
Personals
Come meet the women of Sigma
Kappa. Tuesday, September 18th,
8-8:45 or 9-9:45 PM. Questions, call
Sarah 354-8067
NOTICE
The Bowling Green State University
("BGSU") Chapter of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity ("Fraternity") was
suspended by its National Organization and is not currently operating at
BGSU. Any individuals holding
themselves out at BGSU as active
members of the Fraternity are doing
so improperly and may be subject to
legal action. Anyone who pledges
this inactive group is doing so at
their own risk and will not be
recognized as such by the
Fraternity or BGSU.
BGSU SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

$40 per day. 2-6pm: Mon's & Fri's
Sat. 11-3. Paper route sub needed,
now & then. Need reliable car. 3524636.
Attention: Semester Work
Continue working through fall semester. $14.15 base-appt., guaranteed starling pay. Fun work environment w/ other students. 10407hrs./wk. around classes.
Coops/Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive attitude & good people skills.
Call Mon.-Fn. 9a-6p, Sat. 11-3.
874-1327
www.workforstudents.com/np.
Babysitter needed PT. Tues/Thurs
afternoons and occasional mornings
in BG for 2 boys, ages 8 and 11.

353-3216

(MA (MA (MA MA (MA
HOTEL PERSONNEL
Do you enjoy helping others and
spending time with friends? Have The Hilton Toledo is currently seeking
individuals
for the following posiyou always wanted to be Involved
in a sorority but couldn't afford to? tions:
Night Auditor
How about joining the sisters of
Room Attendants
Omega Phi Alphal Find out more
PM Cook
about us at our Information Nights:
—All Info Nights begin at 9:30 pm.
Dishwasher
General Maintenance
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers
Offonhauer West
Banquet Servers.
Flexible schedules. Free parking.
Conference Room
Sept. 17 Harshman Activity Room
Bus line accessible. Free employee
meais. Discounted hotel rooms. ApSept. 19 Kohl Locked Lounge
ply in person to the Hilton Toledo,
MacDonald West Lounge
3100Glendale Ave EOE.
(MA (MA (MA (MA (MA

1 Taxi
Calendar measurement
4 Damp: muggy
You (archaic)
9 Finis
Lofty pose
12 America (abbr)
Elevated train
13 Foe
Trickle
vertically set window
14 Look
Plan, expect
15 Lo
Tropical Amer bird
17 Being
Rover
19 Image: hero
Hawaiian food
21 Prosecuting lawyer (abbr.)
Man (pi.)
22 Clock face
Covered with scales
25 Drinker's group (abbr.)
Native (suf)
27 Tar
31 Person who does something to excess (suf)
32 Related; explained
35 Midwest state (abbr)
36 Concealed
37 Color
381/3 mile (Chinese)
39 Astride
42 Head cover

Cleaning person needed for home &
business. Experience required. Call
352-9288. leave message

GOLF bag room attendants needed
Afternoons & weekends. Belmont
Country Club. Perrysburg.419-6661472

Bed - Queen pillow fop. new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty Retail $800 Sacrifice $189 Can
deliver Call 419-392-7465

Inside sales S8.00/hr. Calling on
established accounts flex, hrs part
time. Apply at Tosh Electronics,
1150HaskinsRd, BG

For Rent

Spring Break 2002 - Reps wanted
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales=3 Free
"It's a No Brainer"
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida
4 More!!!
For the Best Rates
Go To: sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

Fiji

Students make $500 a week Part
time selling custom printed shirts on
campus Work for Midwest largest
college shirt printer.
1-800-554-0462. t-shirtszeroin.com

•OCCEK:

ICO
KA

ShapSLyowLfutMre today!
KIII i MI M DATES:

September 17, 18, 19
6-10pm
Lobbies of all Residence Halls

For more information, contact Jordan Ohler © 372-4939 or jordano3bKnet.bgsu.edu
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Help Wanted

«X»A.®

Ki i

-Tin-Tin
Extinct bird
Over; above (pref.)
Negative
Expire
Colloq for mother

Help Wanted

B®

ATA

54
56
57
58
61

Across

Babysitter needed PT M-F.
Children's ages are 16 mo, 3 yrs,
and 6 yrs Must have experience, be
energetic, patient and love kids. Excellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or
daytime 872-4477.

Re-Scheduled
BOWUNO QKHENSEAXB UNTVERSTTY

53

TEACHER ASSISTANT
WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based
organization focused on the
human service needs of the
disadvantage^, Is seeking
qualified individuals to assist In
Infant and/or preschool daycare
for A.M. and/or P.M. classes at the
Jordan Family Development
Center on the BGSU campus. HS
diploma or GED and commitment
to obtain CDA with prior
experience working with lowIncome families. Year round, avg.
27.5hrsAvk position. S7.40/hr. plus
fringe benefits. Send resume to
WSOS CAC, Attn: HR-TA/BG/KW,
PO Box 590, Fremont, Ohio
43420. EOE

2 & 3 bdrm. turn, apt w/ AC
Available Now

352-7454
2 bdrm female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074
2 br apartment available for rent
now. $375/mo. Hardwood firs., lots
of light, quaint. Quiet neighborhood,
nice landlord Call 353-0776
3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview.
Call 352-5822
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!!!
Close to campus, 832 3rd St, 3
bdrm, 1 bath, ranch, fenced-in backyard. $750/mo. 4-utils.. 1 or 2 yr
lease, no pets. Avail. Now.
Call 419-474-5344 or 419-392-2812
House tor Rent
424 E. Wooster. 3 bdrm. House
aval, immediately $7507mo Utilities
included Ref. Req. 353-7547.
One 3 room apt. available now.
Newly decorated • in large house.
352-5822.
Two, 2 bedroom houses- close to
campus. Grad students pref
Available now 352-5822.
Upper duplex available now.
Grad students preferred.
352-5822
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Greeks increase recruitment
by Chuck Sorter
TH! BG NEWS

Fraternities and sororities on
campus are using new methods
to turn around a neariy 20-yearlong trend of declining enrollment in the Greek community.
Panhellenic sororities recniited 244 members during this
year's formal recruitment, 42
more than were recruited last
year.
Additional advertising and
events may have sparked extra
interest this year, Melissa

Wall
Street
slows
fall
by Amy Baldwin
1HE ASSOCIATE D PRESS

NEW YORK — Wall Street
found some stability Tuesday.
Investors curtailed their selling
and even did some buying.
A mini-rally brought some
optimism in the afternoon, then
faded. At the end of the day, the
Dow Jones industrials hadn't
recovered from Monday's nosedive, but they hadn't lost much
more, either.
The Dow lones industrial average closed down 17.30 at 8,903.40
after giving up gains that had
pulled the index back above the
9,000 level.
The refrain from heavy selling
was welcome following the
record point drop Monday _ the
first day of trading since hijacked
jetliners smashed into the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon _
when the blue chips lost 684.81
points and fell below 9,000 for the
first time since December 1998.
The broader market also
retreated from an earlier advance
Tuesday. The Nasdaq composite
index fell 24.47 to 1,555.08 and
the Standard & Poor's 500 index
declined 6.03 to 1,032.74.
Major indexes aside, a sign of
the market's attempt to stabilize
was apparent in New York Stock
Exchange trading volume, which
returned to a more moderate
level of 1.65 billion after a recordbreaking session Monday when
2.33 billion shares were traded.
Consolidated volume came to
nearly 2 billion shares, compared
with 2.73 billion Monday.
Still, analysts expect the market to be weak and vulnerable
throughout this week as skittish
investors rush to adjust their
portfolios. Investors now have
more to be nervous about _
namely national security _ than
the weak economy, which had
been pulling stocks lower for
weeks.
"What is holding it down are
the new questions of political
uncertainties," said Joseph V.
Battipaglia, chief investment
strategist at Gruntal & Co.
Battipaglia expects the market
to move in a range of 5 percent in
either direction until it becomes
clearer what form the war on terrorism pledged by President
Bush will take.
Over the longer term, however,
analysts say stock prices will
recover and the market will head
higher again. In fact, they say
massive selling like Monday's
might be what is needed to finally form the market bottom that
investors have been anxiously
awaiting for the last year.

Cavanaugh said after early signs
of a high turnout.
"We've not had enough (public
relations) in the past," said
Cavanaugh, vice president of
Panhellenic Council recruitment. "This year we've done a lot
more."
"A lot more" includes buying
advertisements on the Resident
Student Association Channel,
making a new brochure and participating in the Greek Carnival, a
new event to inform students
about Greek life held on Aug. 29

on the steps of the Saddlemire
Student Services Building.
The newly formed Greek
Marketing Committee was
behind many of the added promotions, said Alana McClelland,
coordinator for Greek Affairs.
The committee's efforts have
helped PHC sororities take the
initiative during recruitment,
McCleUand said.
"Before, our students were
relying on interest just being
there," she said. "But (this time)
they went out and generated it

themselves."
The increase in new recruits Fall
for PHC sororities helps counter- 2000
act recent downward trends in Spring
Greek enrollment.
Ryan Lovell, graduate co- 2000
adviser for PHC, said Greek Fall
membership has been dropping 1999
both on campus and nationally Spring
for nearly two decades.
1999
"Greek membership has been
Fall
slowly declining since the early1998

Greek
Enrollment

Sororities
■
Fraternities
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Ohioans pray for victims
Police and firefighters gather to
mourn attacks in
New York and
Washington

Jewish
holiday
observed
By Heather Sowers
U WIRE

by Thomas t.Sheeran
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — There were
renewed prayers in Ohio for
victims of the terrorist attacks,
and more evidence of the trouble facing the nation's aviation
industry.
In Cleveland, the 1,200-seat
Cathedral of St. John the
Evangelist was filled Monday,
mostly with
police and Indians first
firefighters, as game back team
safety forces honors area fire
from the city
and region PAGE G
mourned vie- '
tims in New York and the
Pentagon.

Civilians in the audience
applauded Monday night
when Roman Catholic Bishop
Anthony M. Pilla compared the
lost firefighters and police officers to the Good Shepherd
willing to lay down his life for a
friend.
"I think this community
needed to be with you
tonight," Pilla told the safety
forces. "You are important to
us. We are indebted to you."
In Urbana in west-central
Ohio, about 500 people packed
the Messiah Evangelical
Lutheran Church at a memorial service for flight attendant
Alicia Nicole Titus, 28.
The 1991 graduate of
Graham High School in St.
Paris ■.vas aboard the United
jetliner that slammed into the
World Trade Center's south
tower one week ago.
"Alicia died while trying to
do good in the midst of evil,"

Associated Press Pholo

HONORING: Cleveland firefighter Joe Zdesar, left, collects a donation from Judy Spirko as she
enters Jacobs Field prior to the Cleveland Indians game against the Kansas City Royals Tuesday,
Sept., 2001 in Cleveland. The money was collected for the relief fund in New York.

MISSOULA, Mont. — Contrary
to popular assumption, the most
important holidays of the Jewish
year are not Hanukkah or
Passover, but the High Holidays,
or 'Days of Awe,' a University of
Montana professor said Monday.
These 10 days stretch from
Rosh Hashana to Yom Kippur.
said Ed Rosenberg, adviser of the
levvish Student Union and chair of
the University of Montana chemistry department.
Rosh Hashana means 'head of
the year,' and Congregation Har
Shalom in Missoula, Mont., welcomed Jewish new year 5762
Monday evening with services led
by Rabbi Gershon Winkler at the
University
Congregational
Church.
In the next 10 days Har Shalom
will hold four services at the UCC,
Rosenberg said. After the two
Rosh Hashana services comes Kol
Nidre, the first prayer of Yom
Kippur, which means 'Day of
Atonement.'
Bethany Sutton, a UM recreation management graduate student, was among more than 150
people gathered to celebrate.
Sutton said the High Holidays
have been a part of her life since
she was born.
"On Rosh Hashana you eat
apples and honey for a sweet new
year," she said. "During the days
before Yom Kippur you ask people
for forgiveness for pain you may
have caused. On Yom Kippur you
fast and focus on praying and asking God for forgiveness."
Rosenberg said, "It's a time of
renewal, repentance and cleaning
the slate. It's a time of letting go of
ROSH HASHANA, PAGE 2
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Study: wide discrimination Yates jury chosen
by Kevin Bauer
U-WIRE

CHAMPAIGN, DJ. — People
with disabilities often suffer
widespread discrimination,
according to a study published
by two University of Illinois
professors.
The study, conducted by
assistant professors of community health Marjorie Olney
and Jae Kennedy, was based on
a supplement to the 1994-95
National Health Interview
Survey, a continuously updated survey of a broad range of
health topics. They found that
10 percent of people with disabilities claimed to have experienced discrimination in the
work force from 1990 to 1995,
the five years following the
passage of the Americans with

Disabilities Act.
The act was created to provide equal treatment for all
employees and to ensure that
those with disabilities are not
passed over for a promotion,
initial position, or unfairly
fired.
The statistics are probably
low, because those surveyed
"had to make the link between
their experience and their disability," Kennedy said.
Olney said she found many
disabled employees chose to
leave the workforce on their
own.
"One of the most striking
findings is that nearly onethird of the people left the work
force (voluntarily)," Olney said.
Discrimination was not the

only reason for that, she said,
though it was definitely a factor.
"Many of the people
became discouraged and gave
up," she said.
That discouragement has
contributed to the steady rate
in the percentage of disabled
people in the work force since
1986, Olney said, citing a
Harris poll survey.
Another reason the rate has
remained steady could be elements of the disabilities act,
which provides grounds for
those who feel they have experienced discrimination to file a
lawsuit against the company,
Olney added.
DISCRIMINATION. PAGE 2
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HOUSTON — A jury was
selected Tuesday for a proceeding
to decide if a woman accused of
drowning her five children in their
bathtub is fit to stand trial.
A jury of eleven women and
one man was chosen to determine the mental competency of
Andrea Yates, 37, who is accused
of two counts of capital murder
for the deaths of three of her five
children at their home in lune.
The process was delayed for a
week because of the terrorist
attacks.
Harris County District Attorney
Chuck Rosenthal has said his
office will seek the death penalty.
Texas prosecutors typically forgo
multiple capital murder charges
since only one conviction is generally needed for the maximum

penalty.
Yates quietly sat in her chair,
twisting back and forth, after the
panel of 12 was chosen from 120
candidates Tuesday. The jury is
scheduled to start hearing evidence Wednesday morning from
doctors who have examined
Yates.
Yates' attorneys contend she is
innocent by reason of insanity.
When testimony begins, the
jury won't consider Yates' innocence or guilt but only whether
she understands the case against
her and can consult with her
attorneys about it.
University of Texas law professor George Dix has said it doesn't
take much for a defendant to be
IURY PAGE 2
i
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Greeks seek more members
GREEKS, FROM PAGE 1

to mill '80s," Lovell said. "I don't
know why."
There were 1,901 Greek students on campus in the fall of
1998. That number dropped to
1,695 by the fall of 2000, according to statistics provided by
Kevin Konecny, interim associate director of residence life for
Greek Affairs.
The Interfratcmity Council is
also employing a new strategy to
raise membership: guided tours.
Members of 1FC fraternities
have been going to residence
halls to gather groups of students
to bring them to each IFC chapter during formal recruitment,
which began Tuesday and runs
from 6 to 10 p.m. today.
"This way. they get to see all
the IFC chapters and spend 20 to
30 minutes at each house," said

IFC President Richard Hayn.
The guided tours also help
take pressure off students, said
lason Ohler, IFC recruitment
chairman.
"They're going to be less
apprehensive than if they had to
just walk in the door and say'hey,
I'd like to join a frat," Ohler said.
"This'll help them feel more
comfortable."
Greek Independent Board fraternities and sororities, which
are historically Latino, and those
associated with the National
Pan-Hellenic Council, historically African-American, recruit
through a different method
called intake, which has yet to
begin.
The NHCP holds an annual
event called Meet the Greeks to
recruit new students. At the
event, students ask questions
about any of the seven NHCP

fraternities and sororities.
Like the NHCP, GIB recruitment, which includes Sigma
Lambda Beta and Sigma
Lambda Gamma, relics more on
informative meetings than on
tours.
Students who missed formal
recruitment can still join an IFC
fraternity by attending informal
recruitment from 6:30 to 9 p.m.
Thursday and from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Friday.
Sorority recruitment is not
entirely over, either.
After formal recruitment,
sororities with fewer than 85
members accept new members
throughout the semester until
they reach that number. Only
four Panhellenic sororities have
stopped recruiting: Alpha Xi
Delta, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Alpha Phi and Pi Beta Phi.

DISCRIMINATION. FROM PAGE 1

... because there is widespread
discrimination."
lust passing the law is only
part of the equation, said Barb
Pritchard, director of programs for PACE Inc.. a not-forprofit organization that assists
people with disabilities.
"If people don't know the
law or how to use the law, its
not worth the paper it is written on." Pritchard said.
Negotiating accommodations with employers is a key
to avoiding discrimination,
she added.
Olney said the act requires
that people be given the
chance to show they can perform the required work That
has become easier since the
act was passed, Pritchard said.
'Employers know the law is
out there," Pritchard said.
"And it protects them and
employees."

ROSHHASHANA. FROM PAGE 1

bad tilings and taking stock."
With the shofar. or ram's horn,
and the Torah behind him, Winkler
addressed God as "you. the great
cosmic bellhop who carries all our
luggage all the time."
Winkler then spoke of the events
of Sept. 11 and refusing to blame
God for this tragedy. Before starting
the Kiddush, or prayer of mourning, Winkler said, "At the doorway
of this new year I make this commitment to you. I will break down
all the barriers between myself and
others. I will rise out of the rubble
to stand no higher than the next."

Did you know...

^Rtie avera_

person swallows 8
spiders a yeary,

However, the discrimination provision might actually
hinder those seeking employment.
"Now employers are hesitant to hire because of
recourse," Olney said.
Another trend she and
Kennedy found was that
younger people tended to be
more aware of discrimination.
Instead of believing they are
not getting opportunities to
work. Olney said that older
people "are likely to think it is
due to their own failings."
Despite these findings,
Kennedy the purpose of the
study was not to criticize the
act
"The study does not measure the ineffectiveness of (the
act)." Kennedy said. "It justifies why we passed these laws

...i1?m-mmi#
JURY. FROM PAGE 1

declared competent to stand
trial.
"If they can understand the
functions of the various individuals in the trial process, we
determine they can understand
the proceedings," he said.
Another jury will determine
her degree of responsibility and
whether she was insane at the
time of the killings.

Panel discusses
terrorism, media
by Marie Cliche
TH! BG NEWS

A panel discussion focusing
on making sense of the past,
present and future will be taking
place tonight at 7:30 in 115
Olscamp Hall.
Covering issues such as terrorism, U.S. foreign policy, mass
media, race and the U.S.
response to Tuesday's terrorism
attacks, the panel will include
University professors and community members.
Sponsored by Reach Out, an
organization dedicated to raising critical thinking about social
problems, the panel discussion
will offer students the opportunity to obtain more information
on the current events.
"Considering all the information we received through oneway media, we're offering people
an opportunity to ask questions," said Brian Rose,

FIREFIGHTERS FROM PAGE 1

said her father, John Titus.
Hometown rescuers were on
the mind of state officials,
including l.t. Gov. Maureen
O'Connor, who were (lying on a
state plane Tuesday to New York
to meet with the 72-member
Ohio Task Force 1.
O'Connor was bringing family
mail, cards from children and
treats for dogs involved in the
search. The task force arrived at
the World Trade Center on
Wednesday and will stay at least
until the end of the week.
Meanwhile,
Continental
Airlines, the biggest carrier at
Cleveland
Hopkins
International Airport, said it
would cut its Hopkins departures from 249 to 215 daily as
part of an 18 percent system
wide reduction.
The cuts, blamed on last
week's nationwide aviation
shutdown, reduced travel and
added security costs, come amid
an ambitious plan to expand
Hopkins. City officials said the
expansion would proceed.
Wendy's International Inc.,
the nation's third-largest hamburger chain, barred air travel at

"My co-editor and I was asked to speak in
the panel as an alternative media source."
BRIAN ROSE. U. ALUMNUS

University alumnus and a member of Reach Out.
Three professors from the
political science department
and one from American Culture
Studies will be among the speakers.
lason Kucsma, editor of
Clamor, an alternative magazine, will also be part of the
panel.
"My co-editor and I were
asked to speak in the panel as an
alternative -nedia source,"
Kucsma said. We're pushing for
the media to tv mo responsible
to the public and to give them
more information."
Kucsma addec' the media
should give more information

about the history of the Middle
East and the political situation
there to allow people to have a
better understanding of the current situation.
Kucsma also said he thinks
the media should be held
accountable for inspiring terror
within the U.S. population and
largely helping to develop an
anti-Arabic or anti-Muslim feeling.
Members of Reach Out are
also trying to include representatives of the Muslim community in the panel.
"We're trying to make contact
with leaders of the mosque on I75," Rose said.

least through this week. The Sales' flight school at Dayton
Brothers
Airport.
Limited Inc., another leading Wright
Columbus-area
business, President Rick Penwell said the
banned nonessential travel for agents were looking for names
and addresses and that the
the time being.
"Business people are looking review was just part of what they
at the practicality of flying in were doing at flight schools
today's environment _ reduced everywhere.
schedules, significant delays at
The sweeping investigation
the airport," said Wendy's has led the FBI to detain 49 peospokesman Denny Lynch.
ple for questioning The governFBI agents, meanwhile, ment has cast a global dragnet
searched records at flying for as many as 200 others.
schools in Ohio, though there
In Dayton, Wright-Patterson
was no indication of any link to Air Force Base spokeswoman
the attacks. Investigators have Sue Baker confirmed that the
found that some of the hijackers base went to the highest state of
attended flight schools in the alert briefly Thursday but would
United States.
not give details about the reaAgents took student records at
son.
Bolton Flying Service in
"There was a specific target on
Columbus Monday night and
Ohio State University's Don base," Baker said. "It was a credScott Field on Friday. They also ible threat." She said it was
asked for a list of students at resolved in 16 minutes and the
Eastern Cincinnati Aviation, base went back to its secondbased at the Clermont County highest state of alert, where it
has remained.
Airport.
In Massilion, firefighters col"They said they were going to
check all the (light schools and lected more than $10,000 in a
they're doing it," Mark Myers, weekend fund-raising drive to
vice president at Bolton, said benefit the families of firefighters killed in New York.
Tuesday.
FBI agents checked records Firefighters in adjacent Perry
Saturday at General Aviation Township collected $13,000.
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Thinking about Graduate School in
Health Care or Biomedical Research?
If you have a degree in
science, engineering,
math, or nursing and are
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school, take a look at the
Medical College of Ohiol
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Marvel MAX comics not for kids
by James Eldred
THi BG KENS

Marvel comics, in its incredible
60-plus-year history, has almost
never published something
which could be deemed "offensive."
Throughout most of its existence, the company has only
published happy-go-lucky superhero tales suitable for all ages.
Even when the company ventured into darker territory, such
as "The Punisher," the books still
confided to the strict conditions

of the comic book code, a censorship board whose guidelines
keeps everything PG rated.
Well, no more.
In the course of a few months
Marvel not only announced it
was no longer going to abide by
the voluntary constraints of the
Comic Book Code but that it was
also going to launch a line of
adult comics, under the newly
created "Marvel MAX" line.
The first three of these comics
were released last week and prove
that Marvel wasn't kidding about

making comics with "adult
themes."
In "U.S.: War Machine," a
revamped Iron Man looks on
helplessly as an innocent girls
head is blown off, he then does
the same to the killer.
In "Fury" a cold-war veteran
deals with his new role in the new
world order by swearing profusely (even using the dreaded four
letter c-word), killing first and
asking questions never and hiring escorts by the half-dozen.
And in "Alias," the most-shock-

ing, and best, of new titles, the
lead character, a private investigator with a superhero past,
allows Luke Cage, a.k.a. Power
Man, to have sex with her in a
most uncomfortable place (and
not the back of a Volkswagen).
Unfortunately, graphic sex,
over-the-top violence and nonstop swearing do not always
make a good comic book (I know
it's hard to believe). "U.S.: War
Machine" has mediocre Mangainspired art and a story that is (so
far) totally incomprehensible.

And "Fury," while showing
promise, as it is written by the
king of comic lewdness. Garth
Ennis
('The
Punisher,"
"Preacher"), so far just seems to
be graphic for the sake of being
graphic.
"Alias" on the other hand, with
typically amazing dialogue by
Brian Michael Bendis ("Ultimate
Spider-Man," "Powers") is great
from the get-go. Graphic depictions of anal sex aside, the book
doesn't try too hard to be graphic,
and, with its mysterious plot,

Entertainment Briefs

Houston's National Anthem remade
NEW YORK (AP) — Arista
Records is rereleasing Whitney
Houston's soaring version of
"The Star-Spangled Banner,"
which became a unifying song
for Americans during the Gulf
War, in response to last week's
terrorists attacks in New York,
Washington and Pennsylvania.
Houston performed the song
at Super Bowl XXV on Ian. 27,
1991, when the United States
was at war with Iraq. Her rendition brought many to tears.
The single already is on the
radio, and Arista hopes to have it
in record stores by next week,
spokeswoman Laura Swanson
said.
"I think that it's something that
helps pull us together and brings
us together as a nation," Arista
president Antonio "LA." Reid
told The Associated Press on
Monday. "It was one way for us
for us at Arista to say, 'Hey, we're
here to help.'"
Proceeds from the sale of the
commercial single CD will benefit the New York Firefighters
Disaster Relief Fund and the
New York Fraternal Order of
Police.
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. (AP)
— Dennis Rodman has been
charged with three misdemeanors for allegedly speeding
through Newport Harbor in his
47-fool boat.
The former NBA star was cited
on Aug. 3 for speeding in his
boat. Sexual Chocolate, after the
Orange
County
Sheriff's
Department said its Harbor
Patrol clocked him doing more

than 20 mph in a 5 mph zone.
Rodman was cited and
released after docking the boat at
losh Slocum's, a restaurant he coowns.
He was charged on Monday
and scheduled to appear in court
Wednesday, but prosecutors said
they plan to ask the judge to hear
the speeding case and another
one pending against Rodman
next month.
Rodman is set to return to
court on Oct. 1 for allegedly making too much noise during a 40th
birthday party at his Newport
Beach home in May.
If convicted on the harbor
speeding charges, Rodman
could be sentenced to up to one
year in jail. Conviction on the
noise charges, which include
disturbing the peace and two
counts of illegally using sound
amplification equipment, could
bnng him another 18 months in
jailandaS3,000fine.
Police have visited Rodman's
home more than 70 times
because neighbors have complained about his parties. He has
been fined more than $3,000 for
noise ordinance violations.
Earlier this year, city officials
changed its noise ordinance
partly because of Rodman.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cher
testified in an accountant's
wrongful termination lawsuit
that she was shocked by his legal
action against her.
'I just thought it was nuts," she
said Monday. "I was pretty flabbergasted."
Wearing black slacks and a

pink suit jacket, Cher took the
witness stand for the first time in
the case filed by Salvatore
Sampino.
The singer-actress answered
questions from Sampino's attorney, Wilbam Bloch, and admitted
in the courtroom that she found
Sampino to be "flamboyant and
amusing."
"I think he tried hard to make
me laugh and feel good," she
said.
Cher also said the lawsuit surprised her.
"I was astonished by the
things that it said, and how virulent the attack on me personally
was," the 55-year-old entertainer
said.
Sampino, 40, alleges he was
wrongfully terminated in May
2000 for noting labor violations,
including the hiring of illegal
immigrants, during the renovation of the star's Malibu mansion.
S. lerome Mandel, the attorney representing Cher and the
construction management companies hired to work on the
home, has said Sampino never
uttered a word about how workers were being treated.
The defense also has argued
that Sampino never worked for
Cher but for Artemis Design and
Consulting, the principal contractor on the home project.
Sampino seeks unspecified
damages for wrongful termination, retaliation, sexual harassment, defamation, unfair competition, negligence and unpaid
wages.

TODAY'S
EVENTS

NAACP Unity Publicity®
Education Building Steps, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 19

Homecoming ticket sales @
Education Building steps, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

CAMPUS EVENTS
Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Personal Space: 12
Contemporary Painters @
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Kappa Sigma Disaster Relief
Fundraiser @ Education
Building Steps, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Disaster Relief Fundraiser @
Education Building Steps, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Prayer Meeting @ Campus
Flagpole, 7 a.m.
For questions about the prayer
meeting call 352-5496 and ask
for Mike.
BGSU Alpine Ski and
Snowboard team open meeting
@ 9 p.m., 116 Business
Administration Building
The meeting is open to all who
are interested. No experience is
necessary.

Presentation: "Pertysburg
Heights Community
Association: Two Cultures, One
Family" @ The Women's Center,
107 Hanna Hall, Noon.

Panel Discussion: "Making
Sense of the Past, Present,
Future"©Olscamp 115, 7:30
a.m.
This will be an in depth-panel
discussion with experts regarding terrorism, U.S. reaction, foreign policy, race issues and the
role of the mass media in the
light of last week's attacks

Migrant workers have a long
history in our region, yet we
often are unaware of the role
and contributions of migrant
workers and their families to
life in Northwest Ohio. Anita
Serda. co-founder of the
Perrysburg Heights Community
Association, will talk about the
history of migrant workers settling in Perrysburg, Ohio.

Presentation: "Education
Abroad: Explore the World" @
215 Olscamp Hall, 7 p.m.
Imagine studying in France,
Italy, Japan or one of more than
21 other foreign countries.
Attend this session to find what
you need to do now to start
planning an overseas adventure
— spending a summer, semester, or year abroad in one of

keeps you waiting for the next
issue
If Marvel gets past its desire to
shock its audience with needless
sex and language and focuses
more on stories they couldn't tell
within the confines of the Comic
Book Code, these could be the
best books for the company,
much like DCs adult "Vertigo"
line. Right now though, with the
exception of "Alias," they are only
good for shock value alone.
Grades: Fury, C+; War
Machine, !)»■; Alias, A-

BGSU's sponsored and affiliated
progians abroad It's not too
ea'ly to begin planning.
CMA Music Ambassadors'
Informational Meeting @ Room
2002 Moore Musical Arts
Center /:30 p.m.
Musir Ambassadors is a group
ot volunteer undergraduate students engaged in service activities ir. support of the College of
Musxal Arts at BGSU. Members
exercise leadership skills by
hosting prospective students on
campus, and giving tours of
the BGSU campus. Those interested should be exemplary
music students who show
strength in all areas of academics, music performance, and
student leadership and communication skills. For further information contact Dr. Kathleen
Moss at 2-2181 or e-mail
kmoss@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
UAO Movie: "The Mummy
Returns" @ 111 Olscamp Hall,
9:15 p.m.
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to
have listed in the calendar of
events, send an e-mail to lisabet2@hotmail.com or stop by
210 West Hall with information
on the event.
The deadline is 6 p.m. the day
before the event. Deadlines for
the weekend edition is 6 p.m.
on Sundays.
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INTERSTATE 71 RACE KILLS FOUR
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — One of two vehicles racing
at speeds of more than 100 mph on Interstate 71 skidded out of control, slammed into a guard rail, struck
an embankment and burst into flames. All four occupants were killed.
1 lorum ol «im and ideas

OUR TAKE
OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

Two middle fingers?
As the dust settles and the
smoke begins to clear, the question is raised as to whether the
Twin Towers should be rebuilt.
Construction began in 1966
and when it was completed in
1973, the World Trade Center
became a symbol of capitalism
and the prosperity. At its open,
it was (he tallest building in New
York City, passing up the Empire
State Building; and for a short
while, it was the tallest building
in America
And now it's gone.
Where the largest building in
New York City once stood is now
the largest pile of rubble and
debris.
Some say that the World
Trade Center should be rebuilt
as a carbon copy of the original

Others disagree and believe that
a new World Trade Center
would be a proverbial bulls eye
for more terrorism acts, while
others believe that the site
should be turned into a memorial for those who gave their lives.
Although we would like to
encourage the latter, we realize
that it is a pipe dream to believe
that a prime piece of real estate
in lower Manhattan would ever
be sacrificed to become a a living memorial.
So, that leaves the option to
either rebuild the World Trade
Center or to rebuild something
else. We think that building a
carbon copy of the Twin Towers
or something similar would
send a defiant statement to
those who took it upon them-

selves to destroy it, like two middle fingers sticking up in the sky.
The Twin Towers rising into
the sky like the Phoenix rising
from the ashes would be a symbol of hope for American citizens. Though slightly morbid
seeing the grand towers being
re-erected, the Towers would
serve as monument to those
that died in the Sept. 11 tragedy.
Also a factor is the desperate
need for office space is what is
considered the financial capital
of the country.
We realize that the second
coining of the World Trade
Center is a long way off, we
think that thought should be
given to rebuilding.

Turn the other cheek?
JONATHAN
SCHNAPP
Guest Columnist
I remember growing up. 1
was raised Catholic, but once
college came 1 soon decided to
take another path.
But still things remain with
me, and in recent events, one of
those ideals that were hammered so often into me surfaced.
Turn the other cheek.
We have been smacked in the
face, but are we turning the
other cheek?
With tragedies like these, people often forget that evil always
has reasons other than pure
hate. This isn't a comic book,
and evil isn't in the form of some
villain who is trying to take over
the world "just because." And
here is no superhero fighting
back for the villain is obviously
evil. There is no black and white,
only shades of delicate gray.
America may have been
wounded, and the terrorists are
definitely wrong for what they
did, but we must remember that
THERE ARE REASONS. The
media is quickly throwing the
label of blame around, but no
one cares why. The U.S. seems

ready to retaliate, and no one
cares why. No one is ready to
turn the other cheek and
acknowledge that maybe somewhere we might have done
something wrong to bring this
on ourselves.
And it doesn't help that our
government hides so much of
its actions from the common
people.
Don't get me wrong, for what
has happened was horrible. I
am not trying to justify what
happened, only put it into context.
Pull someone's hair. Don't let
go. Wouldn't the person say
"ow?" Keep holding on. lust
ignore him. Wouldn't he get
louder? And if you just ignore
him and keep pulling, wouldn't
he start shouting? And if you
kept going he'll get louder and
louder until he can't scream any
more. What do you think he'd do
then? He'd fight back He'd throw
a punch. And it would hurt. And
wouldn't your now bruised gut
wonder what the hell happened?
Such is the state of America
now. We've been punched in the
gut, and we don't even know
why. Right now, we need to do
several things. One is to recover.
Second is to stop throwing

blame around, for it will never
let us get to the creamy filling of
the matter. And lastly, we need
to demand more from our government, for I am sure that they
must know more than they are
telling us.
There are more important
things than maintaining our
consumption-oriented way of
life. We must turn the other
cheek.
For a little back history on bin
Laden, keep reading. Bin Laden
was trained by the CIA to help
us perform acts of terrorism
against Russia during the cold
war. The reason he currently
dislikes us is because we have
soldiers present in gulf countries
that are home to many Islamic
holy sites and mosques. His
quest is a sacred one, much like
the crusades were supposed to
be.
To close, I would like to provide some internet links so that
we may have a more complete
picture of our world:
On Osama bin Laden:
http://altemet.org/story.html7St
oryID= 11487
For better news coverage:
www.indymediaorg,
http://www.zmag.org/,
http:/ / www.lipmagazine.org/
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PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
What should the United States'response to the
terrorism attacks be?

Standing by U. decision
IAS0N
SLOWBE

Guest Columnist
When should classes be
canceled?
So what's the deal with having classes on Tuesday, the
day when our country was
paralyzed nationwide? Then
why did we spend three
unsettling days before a
Presidential "Day of
Mourning" finally caused a
cancellation of classes? Those
questions seem sensible
enough. But after we thought
more about them, we realized
we needed to think even
more before we join in praising or rebuking President
Ribeau's decisions.
Four primary reasons seem
to compel an immediate cancellation of class, both last
Tuesday and in the future.
First, classes should be cancelled out of respect for the
hurt and pain inflicted on the
thousands of people both in
and outside our country,
whenever such a horrendous
event occurs. Secondly, during a national crisis, cancellation of class permits spending
time with family and friends
reflecting about what happened. Such time provides a
means of relocating our inner
strength and equanimity at a
time when both have been
threatened. Thirdly, many
other universities In the area
closed, and BGSU should
have followed suit. The logic
here would be that respect for
their reflective judgment
should move us in the direction of closing. We certainly
hope they were moved by circumspect thought. Finally, it
is terribly difficult for teachers to conduct class when

students are distracted in the
face of mass carnage. When
cell phones constantly ring in
class and personal concerns
supersede academic interest,
professors face unusual difficulty in creating a positive
learning environment.
Yet there are strong arguments, as President Ribeau
has explained, in favor of
holding classes. First, there is
no particular threat to the
University. There's always the
rare possibility that a terrorist
could hijack a prop plane
from the BG airport and slam
it into the library after clipping the stadium lights.
Secondly, people need a
support network of teachers
and students during times of
disaster, and an organized
setting to address the disaster
is preferred to students handling it themselves. Thirdly,
staying open shows a genuine
University commitment to
student learning. Finally, dramatic events can stimulate a
unique learning opportunity
in which teachers can creatively incorporate the catastrophe into their lesson
plans.
Underlying these arguments are questionable
assumptions necessary for
the reasons to justify the
decision. For instance, we
must assume that students
will actually spend time
reflecting with their families
in order for the reason about
the developmental need for
personal time to justify canceling classes. On the contrary, if students do not spend
what would have otherwise
been class time conversing
and reflecting with their families, perhaps partying the
night away instead, then that
same reason provides little
support for canceling classes.

An additional illustration of
the foundational role of questionable assumptions is
found in the, argument that
keeping classes open will lead
to integration of the event
into the class plan for the day.
lust how likely is that integration? Does anyone know?
Unless it happens with some
frequency, the argument loses
force.
So we want to invite others
to think with us about these
arguments and any others we
have missed. Were we writing
a handbook for when universities should close for something other than weather,
what would it contain?
While there are many fruitful analytical options, we
want to highlight several
questions that we believe
send us in fruitful directions.
Struggling with them can
assist us in mediating among
the several arguments about
whether to camel classes.
In times of disaster, reaction time is critical. Decisions
arc often made on limited
factual evidence, and false or
missing information can
greatly affect a decision. Last
week, for example, we all
heard false rumors throughout the day, and reaction
based on these false rumors
can definitely be problematic.
At what point can we dismiss
missing information and
make an appropriately
incomplete decision regarding classes?
Is there any level of national disaster that would justify
the Administration's canceling class? Is every such situation so unique that it is hopeless to search for general
guidelines?

ANNIE FUCHS

VINCE C0DISP0TT1

MELBOLGER

COLETTE NEIROUZ

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

JUNIOR

SOPHOMORE

"If we don't [bomb]... it
may happen again."

"Make sure that we have
the right people first."

"Keep in mind that this
affects the entire world."

"I think that we can create
peace through war."

TRUE OR FALSE?
#25% OF PEOPLE SAY THEY CAN DETECT THE DIFFERENCE
^
BETWEEN HOW EACH NOSTRIL PERCEIVES SMELL.

AMERICANS EAT APPROXIMATELY
350 SLICES OF PIZZA PER SECOND.
)

c

7 OUT OF 100 AMERICANS HAVE
FLOSSED THEIR TEETH WITH THEIR HAIR

MEN BURP 4.7 TIMES PER DAY
WHILE WOMEN BURP 2.1 TIMES PER DAY.
)

8% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE NOT
WATCHED T.V. IN THE LAST WEEK.
)

^COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK, ON AVERAGE,
I
FEWER THAN ONE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE PER DAY/

ONE OUT OF EVERY FOUR AMERICANS
HAS APPEARED ON TV.
)

c

3.9% OF WOMEN DON T WEAR ANY UNDERWEAR.
6.4% OF MEN GO COMMANDO.

I Mtftl'JYUT* 1

GUESS WHAT? EVERY ONE OF THESE IS TRUE. MOST IMPORTANTLY,
COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE MAKING RESPONSIBLE CHOICES ABOUT DRINKING.
THANKS FOR MAKING INTELLIGENT CHOICES THE NORM.
ANHEUSER"*fe BUSCH
C a m f> a n t e s
www.becreapontlble.com

THE 200+ PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES
OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF STATE UNIVERSITIES AND
LAND-GRANT COLLEGES (NASULGC)
www.nasulgc.org
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BRIEFING
Northwestern
added to schedule
In lieu of lasl week's canceled football game at South
Carolina, the Falcons have
scheduled a new contest
against Northwestern in
Evanston, 111. on Nov. 17.
The game is scheduled to
begin at noon EST at
Northwestern's Ryan Field.
The game uses the only
scheduled bye week the
Falcons had, creating a short
week for Toledo (Nov. 23.)

Grief
may help
strike
NFL deal
by Dave Goldberg
IHS ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — The NFL soon
could have its regular officials
back on the field, thanks to a deal
forged amid the grief over last
week's terrorist attacks.
A league source told The
Associated Press that the NFL
and the officials have agreed to a
new contract, all but ending the
lockout that forced the use of
replacements for two weeks.
The source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the
union's executive committee
agreed on a conference call
Tuesday morning to send the
proposal to the rest of the 119
officials for an e-mail vote.
The NFL said it wanted a
response by noon EDT
Wednesday.
Tom Condon, the union's
negotiator, denied earlier in the
day that a deal had been reached
but acknowledged that one
might be close. NFL spokesman
loe Browne had no comment.
"We will only comment when
a deal is ratified and in place,"
Browne said.
Players' union head Gene
Upshaw, who has been acting as
an intermediary in the dispute,
said he had had discussions with
the two sides as late as Monday
night and not all the details had
been agieed to.
But Upshaw added: "I think
they will have a deal today."
League sources said the agreement had been reached between
its negotiators and two members
of the executive committee on
Monday.
Ratification could clear the
way for the regulars to be back at
work this weekend, when the
NFL resumes play after a week
off in the aftermath of the artacks
in New York and Washington.
Sources on both sides said the
agreement was speeded up following the attacks, which cast_a
whole new perspective on sports
events in general. Both sides
agreed the horror and destruction trivialized the labor dispute.
The deal is for the same
amount of money the league had
offered on Sept. 4. although
some details are different.
It calls for a 50 percent raise
this season and 100 percent by
the fourth year of a six-year contract, the source said, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
The deal was worked out with
Bill Carollo, the executive director of the NFL Referees
Association, and leff Bergman,
two of the four members of the
negotiating committee.
One official, who also asked
anonymity, confirmed that Dan
Rooney, owner of the Pittsburgh
Steelers and left" Pash, the
league's lead negotiator, had
been talking with Carollo and
Bergman. Rooney. one of the
NFUs most respected owners,
has been the catalyst in ending
past labor disputes — the man
the league brings in when it
wants to make a deal.
The replacement officials, who
are guaranteed four weeks' salary
at $2,000 a week, worked the final
week of the preseason and the
first games of the regular season.
When talks broke off nearly
two weeks ago, the NFL had cut
back its offer to a 20 percent
increase in the first year, the offer
it had on the table last June 12. Its
last offer to the officials before
the lockout was a 60 percent
increase the first year, with a doubling of officials' salaries in two
years.
The NFL source said this deal
has the same total value as that
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Getting back to normal
by Erik Cassano
THE BC NEWS

Like everybody else, the
Bowling Green football team is
, attempting to regroup after the
fallout from last week's terrorist
attacks and move on.
"Last week was a week of
extreme changes of emotion,"
head coach Urban Meyer said.
"My hat's off to our team,
though. We had our best week of
preparation."
When the attacks initially happened, it appeared the Falcons
would go ahead with the
planned trip to South Carolina
despite the uncertainty about
the nation's airline situation.
However, as the week progressed
and fewer questions were
answered to the satisfaction of
Meyer and Athletic Director Paul
Krebs, the decision was made to
cancel the trip. In the end, all
Division I schools canceled their
games.
"It was a big comfort that we
didn't travel this weekend,"
Meyer said. "But there was a lot
of competitiveness. Some of our
kids did want to go down there
and play that game."
The Falcons did lose out on a
chance to measure themselves
against a ranked opponent in
South Carolina, but according to
Meyer, they were able to shift
gears to the Saturday's game
against Temple quickly.
"The minute the announcement was made, we started
preparing for Temple," he said.
Despite the fact that Temple
went a meager 4-7 last year, it still
defeated the Falcons 31-14 in
Philadelphia..
"BG did not play well against
Temple last year," Meyer said.
"We looked at a lot of tape of that
game. They have a lot of the
same offensive and defensive
schemes as they did last year."

On the injury front, the layoff
did
help
the
Falcons.
Quarterback Andy Sahm and
running back Godfrey Lewis,
who were questionable for South
Carolina, could both be ready to
go against Temple.
"Godfrey is clear, but we want
to do this right," Meyer said of
the senior, who injured his led in
training camp. He said he does
not want to rush Lewis back at
the risk of re-injuring him. Tight
end lason Van Dam is day-today. The lone piece of significant
bad news was the injury to lason
Hart. The offensive lineman
blew out his knee against
Missouri, and had surgery which
Meyer described as "potentially
career-threatening."

Josh Harris
Like most of his teammates,
quarterback losh Harris is trying
to take the schedule disruption is
stride. He said he first heard of
the attacks while eating breakfast.
"It didn't really hit me until
later on when I saw footage of
the plane flying into the building," he said.
However, he said the team
tried to make it business as usual
as much as they could. They
approached last week just like
they were preparing for a game,
he said.
Harris said he was disappointed the team did not get a chance
to test themselves against South
Carolina, but the tests do not
stop, or get much easier.
"We get tested every week." he
said. "It was disappointing to not
face South Carolina, but
nobody's going to lay down."
Harris said he is looking forward to a rematch with Temple.
"We have a completely different attitude from last year," he
said. "We will be fired up, looking for a little redemption."

Tribe's first
game back
emotional
by Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — Mike
Sweeney came back to work
singing a song that's in his
and America's heart.
As the Kansas City first
baseman entered the Royals'
clubhouse in lacobs Field on
Tuesday, he sang "God Bless
America" loud enough for
everyone in the room to hear
him.
"It's just what's in my heart
right now," Sweeney said
during pregame batting
practice.
Sweeney wasn't alone.
Baseball returned to the
lake on Tuesday night, giving
the Indians, Royals and fans
a brief respite from their
grief following last week's
terrorist attacks in New York
and Washington.
"My singing is just a
byproduct of it being in my
mind," Sweeney said. "This is
a time for prayer, for us to
pray that God does bless our
president, our leaders and
our people everywhere."
When the massive iron
gates beyond the left-field
wall at lacobs Field swung
open at 5:30 p.m., there were
only a few dozen fans waiting in line to get inside.
As they passed through the
turnstiles, they were handed
a cardboard American flag

before having their bags
checked under new security
measures implemented by
baseball in the aftermath of
the tragedies.
One of the first to come in
off Eagle Ave. was Valerie
Shuman, who didn't even
bother re-zipping her purse
after it was checked by an
usher.
Instead, she reached in,
pulled out a few dollar bills
and dropped the money into
a red bucket being held by
one of members of the
Cleveland Fire Department
collecting for the families of
their firefighting brothers in
New York.
"God Bless You," she said
to the fireman while making
her donation.
Pausing to look at the field
for the first time, Shuman
became emotional when
asked if she was glad baseball was back.
"You're going to make me
cry," she said. "Baseball is
America and America is
baseball. I'm just glad we're
able to play. It's good to be
her.e. I wanted to be here. It's
just so hard to see the flag at
half-staff."
Shuman said she convinced her sister-in-law,
loyce Shuman, to make the
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CATCH: Falcon wide receiver David Bautisla makes a reception against Buffalo Sept. 8. BG will 1
Temple at Doyt Perry Stadium Saturday.

Rugby ends Indiana's
championship hopes
The Bowling Green rugby
team squelched Indiana's hopes
of returning to the national
championship last weekend,
defeating the Hoosiers 29-15 and
17-7 as well as upending
Denison 28-7.
"Last weekend was the the
second part of a three-weeklong test for us," said Roger
Mazzarella, BG head coach.
"We've bumped off No. 5
Michigan State, No. 4 Indiana,
and No. 1 Ohio State comes in
this weekend."
BG is currently ranked third.
"The season is only three
weeks old and we have dug ourselves into a very deep hold,"
Indiana coach Sopa Enarl said.
"Too many of my players quit on
themselves and the team in the
last 15 minutes of the match."
Both coaches had fits on the
sideline as neither team's kickers
could hit a conversion attempt
right in front of the uprights.
Indiana's GeoflVickers missed all
three of his attempts while BG's
Chad Cunnigan was 2-for-5.
"Sopa and I agreed to send
both of them down to the
minors for cash and players to be
named later," Mazzarella joked.
The Hoosiers, looking to
avenge a loss to the Falcons last
fall that knocked them out of the
national picture, opened the
scoring with a try in the comer
after BG captain Reed Luecke
was sent to the penalty box for
early tackles.
The Falcons roared right back

RoprMuanla

SCORE: Fly half Chad Cunnigan head uptield on his way to a try
against Indiana last weekend.
to score a short-handed try as
scrum half Vinnie Staropoli
carved a path through the
Indiana defense, bowling over
the last defender on the goal line.
Cunnigan added a try to put BG
in front 10-5. Fullback Kevin
Mongold gave BG a 15-5 lead at
the half with a 75-yard burst up
the middle for a try.
Both teams exchanged scores
in the second half, but BG still
added to its lead as Cuinnigan
rediscovered his kicking game.
Indiana opened the half with a
try that was matched by BG center Dusty Sermire's try. A second
Indiana try was neutralized by
flanker Alex Demma's score in
the game's final seconds.
Cunnigan's conversions gave
them the final 29-15 margin.

Indiana again opened the
scoring in the second match but
it was BG the rest of the way.
Center Carl Samuel scored a pair
of tries and eight-man Tim
Laubensheimer added another.
Wing Andy Riddel! hit on a conversion.
Fly half Dave DiBenedetto
was instrumental in BG's 28-7
victory over Denison. In addition to hitting on all four of his
conversion
attempts,
DiBenedetto also punched in a
pair of tries for an 18-point day.
Flanker Andy Luciano and
wing Travis Lamb also added
tries.
The Falcons are now 10-1-1.
This week's matches against
Ohio State will be at 1 p.m.
Saturday at College Park rugby
field.

SPORTS
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Golfers: Ryder Cup not exhibition
by Doug Ferguson
THE «$SOCI«!EO PRESS

Two years ago, when the only
thing that threatened the Ryder
Cup was money, Tiger Woods and
David Duval tried to pass it off as
an exhibition. That's exactly what
it would have been had the
matches been played next week
in England.
And that's not what the Ryder
Cup is about.
Among the issues cited when
the matches were postponed
until next September were travel,
security and playing overseas at a
time when U.S. retaliation for last
week's terrorist attacks appeared
imminent.
Above all, it just didn't seem
appropriate to play.
"I got the feeling it wasn't going
to be much of an event," Mark

First Tribe
game back
emotional
INDIANS. FROM PAGE 6

Calcavecchia said. "You need
guys excited about being there,
and we weren't going to be. You
need guys with good attitudes,
and we would have been saying,
'What are we doing here? This is
stupid.'"
For Calcavecchia, it would
have been the first Ryder Cup
since the "War on the Shore" in
1991 at Kiawah Island. That wasn't the start of bad blood between
Europe and the United States, but
it certainly epitomized the passion and pressure of the Ryder
Cup, not to mention the art of
cheering bad shots by the visiting
team.
Some might suggest that's the
very reason to play the Ryder Cup
this year. There might never be a
greater opportunity to show that
the matches are not 4ife-and-

concerned," Paul McGinley of
Ireland said.
Sure, the Ryder Cup can do
without the boorish behavior and
bad blood. But it can't survive
without the intensity and the
desire that make it goif's greatest
showcase.
Otherwise, it's simply an exhibition.
And that makes the PGA of
America's decision not to play
this year even wiser.
"I don't believe the European
team would have been as gungho about kicking the Americans,"
said lim Awtrey, chief executive
officer of the PGA of America.
"Who would want to kick
America right now? That doesn't
mean it wouldn't be a great event
and a visible show of support. But
it wouldn't be the competition

that the Ryder Cup is about."
The Ryder Cup started in
1927 as a friendly competition
between professional golfers
from the United States and
Britain. It has become
increasingly combative, to the
point Samuel Ryder would
have blushed had he been at
Brookline two years ago.
This is not a problem exclusive to golf. Nor did it surface
only after Europe started winning the cup in 1985.
Keep in mind that when
lack Nicklaus conceded a 2fool par putt to Tony lacklin in
the 1969 matches — considered golf's greatest act of
sportsmanship — some of his
U.S. teammates were not
pleased.
"All the boys thought it was

ridiculous to give him that
putt," captain Sam Snead said
at the time.
"We went over there to win,
not to be good ol' boys."
To play the Ryder Cup now
would make the Americans
sympathetic figures, instead
of the team everyone loves to
beat.
It also would eliminate a
liomefield advantage that
Europe deserves.
"When you go to an away
football game and their crowd
is booing and you beat them,
ii doesn't get any better than
that," Scott Verplank said.
"You want to make sure that
wiien you leave there, they're
all bent out of shape because
you beat them on their own
iu.f Dial's sports."

Men's soccer wins New Cavalier center,
postponed game same foot problems
by Derek McCord
THE BG NEWS

trip from Canal Fulton,
Ohio, to see baseball's
return.
"I talked her into it," said
Shuman, who like her sisterin-law was dressed in
Indians colors — red, white
and blue. "I felt like we had
to be with people who love
America and love baseball.
We had to be here tonight.
Go USA and Go Tribe."
As Cleveland's bravest
got instructions about
where to stand in the ballpark, a home run ball ricocheted off the home run
porch in left and nearly
went into fireman Mark
Miller's bucket.
Miller of Company No. 13
picked it up and put it in
his baggy yellow pants.
"The first kid who gives
me a donation is getting it,"
Miller said.

death, to bring decorum to an
event that has grown increasingly
hostile.
Would the gallery have roared
its approval had Davis Love HI
tried to drive the 311-yard 10th
hole and wound up in the water?
Would fans have snickered at
the U.S. wives in their matching
outfits?
Would they have jeered at the
sight of Scon Hoch?
Probably not
But before anyone starts longing for a kinder, more gentle
Ryder Cup, consider another
question.
Would it have mattered who
won?
"All the competitiveness would
have been taken out of the game,
which wouldn't have been a good
thing as far as the Ryder Cup was

The game that was finally
played, gave the Bowling Green
men's soccer team something
to cheer about.
After being beaten by the
defending Big Ten Champions,
Ohio State. 4-0 and the lames
Madison Invitational being
cancelled due to the tragedies
of Sept. 11, it was decided to
make up the Michigan State
match that was cancelled due
to lightning on Sept. 7.
The wait was worth it,
though, as the Falcons would
control the match and beat the
Spartans 3-1. The wait for the
Falcons first goal of the 2001
season didn't take long either.
Junior Matt Leardini got the
scoring off quick by knocking
in a rebound off a corner kick in
the fourth minute. The goal
was Leardini's first of his career.
Then the freshman combo of
Burl Weaver and Ion Hundley

got their college careers off to
an early start. Hundley sent a
cross from the right side of the
pitch over to Weaver who headed the ball into the net, giving
the Falcons a 2-0 lead in the
38th minute.
The Spartans were able to
put something up on the board
before the first 45 minutes were
up as Tomas Trivelloni
sliced the Falcon lead in
half at the 42nd minute.
This is as close as Michigan
State would get to scoring a
goal as BG keeper David
DeGraff would stand tall
making three saves. The
Spartans
outshot
the
Falcons 16-14.
The Falcons now look to
hosting their annual tournament the Diadora Classic at
Cochrane Field this weekend. BG will take on
Canisius on Saturday and
University of WisconsinMilwaukee on Sunday.

CLEVEIAND (AP) — The
Cleveland Cavaliers' first draft
choice, DeSagana Diop, who
was selected to back up a veteran center with foot problems, is
sidelined for two weeks with
foot problems of his own.
Diop, an 18-year-old center
from Senegal, has inflamation
caused by overuse of his left
foot, the team said Tuesday. The
Cavaliers emphasized that
Diop's injury is not a fracture,
but a thickening of the second
metatarsal bone in his foot.
The Cavaliers also said Diop's
injury is unrelated to the fracture he suffered last year that led
doctors to. insert a screw in the
same foot in February.
Diop will be fitted with a boot
that will immobilize his foot for
two weeks, and will be reevalu-

ated at the end of that period.
The team is expected to begin
preseason practice in two weeks
and it's not clear whether Diop
will be ready to participate.
Diop's foot problems harken
back to the troubles that have
plagued the team's starting center, Zydrunas llgauskas.
The 7-foot-3 llgauskas had
three new screws inserted on his
broken left foot in February. It
was his fifth surgery in six years.
llgauskas has played only 29
games in the past three seasons
because of foot injuries. He
signed a six-year, $71 million
contract before the 1999-2000
season.
llgauskas, 25, a first-round
pick in 1996 from Lithuania, has
undergone three surgeries on
each foot.

He began on-court rehabilitation this summer and the team
hopes he can return this year.
When Diop was drafted, leam
officials said they had no concerns about his past foot injury.
"Diop is the guy we wanted,"
general manager lim Paxson
said at the time. "If he hadn't
hurt his foot, we would have had
no chance of getting him. He
would have gone in the first four
picks." The Cavaliers drafted
Diop eighth overall after doctors
looked closely at his medical
history.
"Our doctors, as you can
imagine with our history, are
pretty tough graders of anybody
in this process," Paxson said in
June. "We went through everything and felt there was a comfort level."

VOLUNTEERS
HOMECOMING 2001

The student Homecoming
Committee is looking for
VOLUNTEERS.

Help rocSr the flocSr!
MEETING:
DATE:

BA 105

SEPTEMBER 19TH

TIME:

9:00

P.M.

Everyone is invited!
Pop and Pizza will be provided
for anyone who attends!
For information or questions contact The Office of Student Life at 372-2343.
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Travel

Personals

#1 Spnng Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas A Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummer1ours.com

WOMEN'S HEALTH FAIR
Do you like free stuff, interactive
games, and valuable information?
Well...come
to
the
WOMEN'S
HEALTH FAIR on September 26.
2001 between 11-3 p.m.
Location: Outside between Education Building and Business Administration.
Rain Location: MAC North Breezeway. Sponsored by Wellness Connection, Student Health Center.

The Daily Crossword Fix

Classified Ads • 372-6«»77
< I (-—Tally •*-«(* *"««■
■•< *■ + » met] rttifi-ti. IUIKKUI • ■lifta >(1(Jii

Campus Events
Services Offered
EDUCATION ABROAD
INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come learn about the many study,
travel, volunteer and work abroad
opportunities available to you! The
session will be held on Wednesday.
September 19 from 7:00-8:00 p.m
in 215 Olscamp Hall Call 372-0309
with questions
Want To Be A DJ but missed info
night? e-mail programming O wfalstafl.org to be a part of WFAL 1610
AM. Cable 7 on campus cable 15 off
campus.

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

APAAIA Al~A AH\ Af"A AI"A
Congratulations Rho Chi Mmdy &
Meghan! Alpha Gamma Delia
w A ATA AFA AI*A Ara Al"A

ArA ArA AFA Al'A APA APA
The sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta
would like to extend our support and
condolences out to the victims of the
recent terrorists acts

Travel

ArA ArA ArA ArA
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS.
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and free trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DON'T DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE
Spring Break 2002 Organize Groups & Go Free
Free Parties & Hours of free drinks
Cancun, Jamaica. Barbados
Bahamas, Florida & More!!
For Details and the Best Rates
Visit www sunsplashlours.com
1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge
In FREE Travel. Dnnks, Food, and
Parties with the Best DJ's and
celebnlies in Cancun. Jamaica,
Mazatlan, and the Bahamas.
Go to SludentCity.com. call
1 -800-293-1443 or email sales Qstudentcity.com to find out more.

APA APA

Come meet ihe women of Sigma
Kappa! Wednesday. September
19th 8-8:45 or 9-9:45pm. Questions,
call Sarah at 354-8067.
Congratulations to Alicia Lamb and
Nick Gresko on their recent
engagement! The sisters of Omega
Phi Alpha wish you all the luck in the
future!
Homecoming volunteers still
needed! All individuals interested <n
helping with Homecoming 2001
should attend the meeting tonight at
9:00pm in BA 105. Pizza and pop
provided.
OOA 04>A QOA iW>A liOA
Do you enjoy helping others and
spending time with friends? Have
you always wanted to be Involved
in a sorority but couldn't afford to?
How about joining the sisters of
Omega Phi Alpha! Find out more
about us at our Information Nights:
•••All Info Nights begin at 9:30 pm.
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers
Oftenhauer West
Conference Room
Sept. 17 Harshman Activity Room
Sept. 19 Kohl Locked Lounge
MacDonald West Lounge
U'l'A Ot>A £M>A Q4>A 04>A
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J Attention BGSU I
Women

We Want You!

TONIGHT
9:15- 10:15
At the Alpha Chi Omega House

Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & men at all stages of recovery. Confidential, interactive discussions.
Every Wednesday from 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller at 372-7426
for more information
Women's Wellness Group
Learn now to live a balanced life!
Meeting are held on Thursday's
beginning September 27. For more
information call the Wellness Connection at 372-9355 by September
21,2001

Wanted

1 F. rmte. needed. E. Merry, 2
bdrm., 2 bath, furnished. $168 per
month.419-445-1423, ask lor Brady.
Male or female roommate needed
ASAP.

353-2198.
Help Wanted

S40 per day 2-6pm: Mon's & Fri's.
Sat. 11-3. Paper route sub needed,
now & then. Need reliable car. 3524636.
Computer system administrator and
PC support for 10-user network.
This is a part-time position open at a
small, but rapidly growing corporation. Must be knowledgeable with
Windows NT, network systems.
Outlook and other Microsoft programs. Please fax resume to 419354-0740 or mail to PO Box 588
BG. OH.
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Across
1 Hits
6 Saying
11 Mimic
12 Lull; quiet
14 Delete
15 Sun-dried brick
17 Prosecuting lawyer (abbr)
18 Time period
19 Fish
20 Pullet
2t Direction (abbr.)
22 Bolt
23 Go by
24 Fur
26 Extravagance
27 How all gerunds end
28 Time zone (abbr)
29 Area
31 Beams
34 High cards

35 Ward off
37 Near
38 Each
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
48
49

1 Heckle
2 Great lake
3 Craft
4 Preposition
5 Hungry
6 Almost
7 Owe
8 Hole-in-one
9 Southern state (abbr I
10 Oldest
19 Hue; dye
11 A plea (obsolete) 20 Hurry
13 Mansion
22 Circles
16Deer
23 Obsolete
25 Digger
26 Spin
29 Fast
30 Containing acid
31 Grounded
32 Black birds
33 Upright position
35 Dazes
36 2.000 pounds
39 Seeds
40 Ellipse
42 Snake
43 Environment group (abbr.)
45 Senior (abbr.)
47 Eleven (Roman)

Answers

Gem
Eggs
Pronoun
Tied up
Same
Disclaim
Grow
Rude
Clock face
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Babysitter needed PT. Tues/Thurs
afternoons and occasional mornings
in BG for 2 boys, ages 8 and 11.
353-3216

Inside sales S8 00/hr. Calling on
established accounts flex. hrs. part
time. Apply at Tosh Electronics,
1150HaskmsRd. BG.

2 8 3 bdrm turn, apt w AC
Available Now
352-7454

GOLF bag room attendants needed.
Afternoons & weekends. Belmont
Country Club. Perrysburg.419-6661472

House keeper wanted 10 hrs.
weekly must be dependable.
352-3477

2 bdrm. female oriented apt.
No smoking

House cleaning 3 to 4 hrs. weekly

$9.00 hr. 352-0772.
Yard work, patio building average 2
hr weekly $9.00 hr. 352-0772.

Broolmdlng - HolidayJteua
Fast growing, dynamic market research firm with fun office environment needs part time proofreaders
between November 1-December 20.
Evening, weekend and combined
positions available. Requires high
standards, an eye for detail, excellent general computer and e-mail
knowledge; strong experience in Excel, Word and Outlook a plus. Fax
letter expressing your interest and
availability to: Holiday. 419-8725104.
Perrysburg market research firm
seeking website programmer to help
us take our website to the next level
Will require high security, interactive
databases, online report writer capability, multi-level secure access, and
more. For confidential consideration,
e-mail letter detailing skills with resume to ron.weltvQintelli-shoo.com

AXii \\12 AXii AXU AXU AXU .Wii AXU AX» AXU \\U Wil \\U

Babysitter needed PT M-F
Children's ages are 16 mo. 3 yrs,
and 6 yrs. Must have experience, be
energetic, patient and love kids. Excellent pay! Call eve 874-7719 or
daytime 872-4477.

Wtthtnd Suptrvl»Qf-S9.QCVhQUf
Flexible Houra
Fast growing, dynamic market research firm with fun office environment seeks Weekend Supervisor for
proofreading department. Flexible
hours, must work most Saturdays
and Sundays; weekday evening
hours also available but not required. Requires high standards, an
eye tor detail, excellent general
computer and e-mail knowledge,
strong experience m Excel. Word
and Outlook a plus. Fax letter expressing your interest and availability to: Weekend Supervisor 419-8725104.

For Sale

353-5074
2 br apartment available for rent
now. $375/mo. Hardwood firs . lots
of light, quaint. Quiel neighborhood.
nice landlord. Call 353-0776.
233 W Merry 4 BR allows 4
unrelated people $775/Month
Available Immediately
Can 354-2854
3 bdrm. unfurnished apt
1082 Fairview
Call 352-5822
DON'T MISS THIS ONE!!'
Close to campus. 832 3rd St, 3
bdrm, 1 bath, ranch, fenced-in backyard. $750/mo. *utils., 1 or 2 yr.
lease, no pets Avail. Now.
Call 419-474-5344 or 419-392-2812
One 3 room apt. available now.
Newly decorated ■ in large house
352-5822
Ouiet-2 bdrm upstairs house.
$595 plus utilities avail. Jan 1

Call 354-0229
1994 Chevy Lumina 4 door p/pw
high miles, tinted windows, burgundv $2500 OBO Greg O 494-3979
Bed - Queen pillow top. new. in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty Retail $800. Sacnfkie $189 Can
deliver Call 419-392-7465

Two, 2 bedroom houses- close to
campus. Grad students pref
Available now 352-5822
Upper duplex available now.
Grad students prelerred.

352-5822

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION

UCM

MEETING

This Thursday
Sept. 20
7:30
For selecting ofllcers
check the Ml rwoc tor details

at*IJl'jJ!I.IIU>
I63 SOUTH MAIN ST • Bowi ING GREEN

It you are nor on the list pax emaH:
htblb0boml.agsu.adu

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!

National Coed Service Fraternity

Alpha Phi Omega
Excelling in Leadership-Friendship-Service
Want to get involved and have fun in activities
that are campus, city, and Nationwide?
Find out how you can make a difference!
Information Nights:
lues. Sept. 18 - 8pm Mac North LobbyWed. Sept. 19 - 8pm Kreischer-Ashley Activity Km
Questions? Can't attend but want more information?
Contact Brian at Dymarko@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or 352-3821

